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Abstract Targeted advertising is a dominant form of online advertising. It considers advertisers’ major
concern of their customers, including the consumers’ certain traits, interests and individual preferences. To
promote the effectiveness of advertisement delivery, advertising analysts need to understand advertiser
delivery behavior and problems in targeting structure. However, statistical methods cannot meet analytical
requirements completely, and analysts have to spend a lot of time reading countless data reports. Concretely,
there is no efficient tool accomplishing analysis tasks such as exploring targeting usage at different levels,
discovering useful or abnormal targeting combination patterns, finding competition from user behavior. In
this paper, we design and implement an interactive visual analytics system named TargetingVis to visualize
targeted advertising delivery data to face the challenges. After conducting a detailed requirements analysis
with the domain experts from Tencent Inc., we design TargetingVis with four linked views: a novel chord
diagram for cross-level exploration of targeting relations, a view for delving into the analysis of targeting
combination patterns, an auxiliary view for displaying data indicators and a view to help gain insights into
the behavior of advertisers. Finally, we evaluate the usability and efficiency through experiments based on
real-world datasets.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of the Internet, online social networking platforms have become the gateway to
the Internet for billions of users. These platforms accumulate rich user data which enable themselves to
deliver online advertising efficiently. Nowadays, targeted advertising, which is based on products’ or
people’s certain traits, accounts for the largest share of the online advertising market. This phenomenon
indicates that advertisers are willing to spend more money on targeted advertising. However, some
advertisers fail to use targeted advertising effectively due to incorrect audience identification. Hojjat et al.
(2017) suggested that online advertising companies wish to know about their audiences (e.g., how many
unique individuals were exposed to the advertisement) and understand how well their targeted strategies
perform (e.g., how many times, on average, each audience was exposed to the advertisement). Rich audi-
ences’ usage data traced by companies enable them to achieve the above goals. To attract and satisfy more
advertisers, domain experts need a better way to analyze the targeting comprehensively and effectively.

In targeted advertising, advertisement delivery is often driven by inferencing, that is, the process of using
big data to infer beliefs about demographics and preferences (Bergemann and Bonatti 2011). When an
advertiser delivers one advertisement, they could choose a series of targetings (just like labels) to search
audiences for the advertisement. Generally, a targeted advertising platform can generate millions of
advertisement delivery data per day. Thus, analysts face difficulties including the complexity of targeting
structure, a large number of indicators and the difference of advertiser behavior in targeted advertising
platforms. Failure to provide a satisfying experience would easily lead to a quick loss of advertisers.
Understanding advertiser delivery behavior and problems in targeting structure to promote the effectiveness
of advertisement delivery is crucial to the research and development of targeted advertising platforms.
However, traditional data analysis methods depend on statistics usually fail by automatic analysis in
exploring advertiser delivery behavior (Hojjat et al. 2017). The behavior is complex while a normal
behavior may be abnormal in some specific scenarios. Without analysts’ participation, it is difficult to define
a specific behavior automatically. Besides, analysts need to spend a lot of time reading data reports gen-
erated by statistical methods.

Due to the lack of efficient interactive exploration tools, it is quite difficult and time-consuming to
complete tasks like cross-level analysis of targeting relations and combinations, e.g., advertising analysts
want to know whether the targeting A of second level and targeting B of fourth level are often used together.
Visual analytics can help analysts gain insights into targeting advertising data and replace reports lacking
interaction. However, to the best of our knowledge, few visual analytics works have researched targeting
relations and advertiser behavior patterns of advertisement delivery.

In light of the above, we introduce a highly interactive visual analytics system named TargetingVis for
domain experts to visually analyze the targeted advertising data, and promote the effectiveness of adver-
tisement delivery. The system includes the following views: Firstly, the Relation View which combines
chord diagram and sunburst chart provides an overview of the targeting structure and co-occurrence
information with different hierarchies. Secondly, the targeting combination patterns of advertisements is
demonstrated in the Combination View to discover valuable advertisers behavior patterns by combining
machine and human intelligence. Thirdly, to show a large number of indicators simultaneously, the Indicator
View uses parallel coordinates to analyze the specific effects of each targeting combination pattern. Lastly,
the Advertiser Portrait View is built on a grouped bar chart and a normal bar chart, which can be used to
explore the overall situation using multiple indicators and dimensions progressively. It is also can be used to
obtain original information of advertisements and advertisers. The major contributions of this paper are as
follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first interactive visual analytics system to help advertising
domain experts explore the behavior patterns of advertisers, discover how to make their advertising more
effective and finally make reasonable data-driven decisions.

• We proposed novel visualization designs with four linked views to complete analysis interactively.
Particularly, we combine the chord diagram and sunburst chart to the Relation View to discover relations
in hierarchical data. It enables the display of relations and the switching between different data
hierarchies.

• We present case studies and domain expert interview based on real-world targeted advertising datasets to
verify the usability and effectiveness of the proposed system.
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2 Related work

In this section, the most relevant studies are surveyed, covering three streams of research: targeted
advertising data analysis in the advertising industry, visualization of relations in hierarchical data and visual
analysis of behavior pattern exploration.

2.1 Targeted advertising

In order to make advertisements relevant and attractive to consumers, there are two main approaches by
considering user traits, behavior and context in targeted advertising: contextual advertising (CA) and
behavioral advertising (BA) (Malheiros et al. 2012; O’Donnell and Cramer 2015). CA shows relevant
advertisements based on the content of the website that users viewed. For example, a user who had read
news with keyword basketball might receive advertisements about basketball shoes. In contrast, BA traces
users online behavior (e.g., visited websites and posted content) to predict user preferences of advertise-
ments. For instance, a user who had shown his or her preference to movie Avengers on social media might
receive advertisements about Marvel T-shirt. Comparing these two forms of targeted advertising, BA is
more effective than CA (Jin et al. 2016). Malheiros et al. (2012) found that increasing personalization at a
certain level could enhance the attractiveness of advertisement. Actually, the perceived advertisement
quality of an advertisement is more likely to decrease if the context match is at a high level. Yan et al.
(2009) showed that accurate monitoring of the advertisement click-through log collected from commercial
search engines could improve the performance of online advertising.

Chen et al. (2009) presented a scalable method of behavioral targeting, based on a linear Poisson
regression model that involves granular events as features, such as individual advertisement clicks and
search queries. Moreover, Some researchers proposed semantics (Armano et al. 2011; Saia et al. 2015) or
recommendation systems (Addis et al. 2010; Vargiu et al. 2013) to improve the advertising effectiveness,
but these approaches have not used segmentation techniques to categorize users.

In summary, existing studies in the field of targeted advertising mainly focus on how to improve the
accuracy of audience identification. To the best of our knowledge, there is no work focusing on optimizing
targeting structure in targeted advertising platforms and exploring advertisers’ behavior patterns.

Fig. 1 The user interface of TargetingVis. a Control Panel allows users to adjust the structure of targeting or filter the data to
change other linked views, b Relation View summarizes the relations in hierarchical data to discover targeting usage and
disclose problems in the design of targeting structure, c Combination View shows targeting combination patterns generated by
advertiser delivery behavior so that users can find useful combinations and avoid abnormal combinations, d Indicator View
demonstrates the overview and detail indicators corresponding to the targeting combination pattern to help users determine the
quality of a combination, e Advertiser Portrait View displays the concrete performance of advertiser delivery behavior in
different dimensions and indicators
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2.2 Visualization of relations in hierarchical data

A lot of researchers in the field of visualization have paid attention to how to visualize hierarchical
visualization and relationship visualization. And visualization of relations in hierarchical data is a link
between them.

To show relations and hierarchies at once, it would be an ideal design to employ hierarchical edge
bundles and tree traditional visualization together (Holten 2006). For example, Hofmann et al. (2017)
adopted this approach by improving prior methods to help users explore the change over time and to present
different commodity classes simultaneously. Vehlow et al. (2016) developed a technique to support the
matrix visualization of relations and hierarchical group structure changing over time. Some radial diagrams
have attracted the attention of researchers, and some recent work starts adding relations to diagrams to tackle
the challenge that shows relations and hierarchies at once. Zhang et al. (2013) introduced a tool to obtain the
medical patient information through the sunburst chart with relations to achieve a more efficient diagnostic
conclusion. Meanwhile, the sunburst chart with relations has also been applied to the analysis of pesticide
residue data (Chen et al. 2015). TreeNetViz (Gou and Zhang 2011) shows the hierarchical structure by
radial, space-filling visualization, displays aggregated networks and reduces visual complexity by an edge
bundling technique. ViSeq (Chen et al. 2018) offers a sequence view consisting of a three-level interactive
graph including a chord diagram to facilitate users in exploring learning sequences in MOOCs.

For special data characteristics and analysis requirements, the existing visualization approaches are not
suitable for analyzing the relations among targetings of advertising, nor is it efficient to display relations in
hierarchical data of targeted advertising in a limited space. Inspired by prior work, we design a novel visual
view by combining chord diagram and sunburst chart to fulfill the requirements.

2.3 Visual analysis of user behavior

In recent years, the visual analysis of behavior pattern exploration has been developing continuously and
prosperously. Although few work is directly related to the focus of our research, some research still deserves
attention. For instance, Blascheck et al. (2016) collected rich user data including transcripts, videos, eye
movement data and interactive logs. Based on that, a new visual analytics approach of user behavior is
presented. Using smartphone usage data, Lu et al. (2016) designed a tool to discover and understand user
behavior patterns. Chen et al. (2019b) proposed RelationLines by collecting real-world data from a city with
millions of citizens, including taxi GPS data, cell-base mobility data, mobile calling data, microblog data
and POI data to support users to discover behavior patterns. Also, there is much related research using data
generated by Internet users. VASABI (Nguyen et al. 2020) visualizes users behavior to identify fraudulent
activities in the field of network security. For visual analysis of social network, Wang et al. (2016) visu-
alized and analyzed users behavior through unsupervised clickstream clustering. And Chen et al. (2019a)
presented a visual analytics system to explore user behavior and diffusion patterns. The visual analysis of
online games, MOOCs and financial transactions also emerge in an endless stream (Chen et al. 2017, 2018;
Yue et al. 2019).

Despite the fact that many visual analytics systems are available, as far as we know, no prior work can be
directly applied to the analysis of targeted advertising data due to the innate data incompatibility. Conse-
quently, under previous work as theoretical supports, we develop a novel visual analytics system to enable
rational view designs and rich interactions.

3 Background

In this section, we first introduces the background of targeted advertising data. Thereafter, four analytical
requirements are proposed by domain experts.

3.1 Data abstraction

The targeted advertising data mainly consist of two entities: targeting and advertiser. The relation between
these two entities is that advertisers will choose a series of targetings to identify audiences according to their
products when they deliver an advertisement.
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Targetings in advertising systems generally have two indicators: frequency and cost. If the frequency and
cost of targeting are high, it indicates that more advertisements use this targeting and more audiences are
targeted by this targeting. Moreover, multi-hierarchy is an important character of targeting structure; for
example, the gender is a targeting, but gender also has two sub-targetings: male and female. In Target-
ingVis, there are five different levels in targeting structure. Since there are many targetings in targeting
structure, we classify all targetings into five categories such as demographics, user behaviors, devices and so
on.

Advertisements advertisements are described by both indicators and non-quantitative attributes in Tar-
getingVis. An advertisement is delivered by an advertiser who generally has industry information. We also
record the targeting list of audiences, product type and location of displaying to describe an advertisement.
Exactly, an advertisement contains four dimensions including flow, platform, industry and product type.
Furthermore, an advertisement owns six quantitative indicators: exposure, click, cost, CTR (click through
rate), CPC (cost per click) and eCPM (effective cost per mille).

Targeting combination patterns According to the targeting list of each advertisement, we can generate a
number of targeting combination patterns. These patterns are described in TargetingVis with seven indi-
cators: frequency, exposure, click, cost, CTR, CPC and eCPM. The CTR is directly proportional to the click
and inversely proportional to the exposure. The higher the value is, the better the advertisement effec-
tiveness is. The CPC determines how much advertisers need to pay when users click the advertisements. The
eCPM is the most critical indicator for the quantitative evaluation of revenue, which is used to estimate the
revenue of the platform by each thousand advertising exposures. In this research, as the definitions of
frequency, exposure, click and cost are in the same way as usual, we only define CTR, CPC and eCPM of
targeting combination patterns as follows:

CTRi ¼

P

ad2Ai

ad:click

P

ad2Ai

ad:exposure
ð1Þ

CPCi ¼

P

ad2Ai

ad:cost

P

ad2Ai

ad:click
ð2Þ

eCPMi ¼

P

ad2Ai

ad:cost

P

ad2Ai

ad:exposure
� 1000 ð3Þ

where i denotes the ith targeting combination pattern and Ai denotes the set of advertisements which
matches the ith combination pattern.

3.2 Requirements analysis

Targeted advertising is a form of online advertising, and it is based on the consumers’ demographic,
purchase history, interests, surrounding environment and so on. Therefore, we get some comprehensive
visualization requirements from many stakeholders. Also, they are our target users.

In this study, we cooperated with four experts from Tencent Inc. including an advertising algorithm
expert (E1), a senior product manager (E2) and two advertising analysts (E3 and E4). It is their basic
demand to optimize the targeting structure by observing the advertisement delivery record so as to improve
the effectiveness of advertising delivery. E1 is an expert in advertising algorithms. He has been working in
the Internet advertising industry for many years and hoping to find a better way to gain insights into
advertiser delivery behavior. E2, who is a product manager with visualization research experience, expects
to see more details that traditional methods fail to find through visual analytics. She needs a novel approach
to help analysts provide a better service to advertisers. E3 and E4 are familiar with statistical methods to
generate reports regularly. They would like a new way to improve the design of targeting structure. With the
perspectives contributed by experts, during the past six months, we worked with our expert teams to come
up with user requirements. The detailed list of requirements is as follows:

R1: comprehensive overview for targeting usage In general, advertising analysts analyze and report on
targeting usage through data reports on a regular basis. The key aspects in the report include the frequency
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of targeting use, the increase or decrease in cost and some other indicators. Nevertheless, the data reports
cannot display the relations between targetings, nor can they show the hierarchy of targeting. E1 said the
statistical methods and reports lack interaction and it is burdensome to display results comprehensively. E3
and E4 would like a more convenient way to fully understand the advantages and disadvantages of targeting
structure with flexible interactions such as select and filter.

R2: concise display and comparison of useful and abnormal targeting combination patterns When the
advertisers deliver the advertisement, he will choose a series of targetings to form a certain targeting
sequence pattern. Due to countless kinds of targeting combination patterns, it is difficult for advertising
analysts to find meaningful or abnormal targeting combination patterns correctly and quickly. More
importantly, different users may expect to see different targeting combination patterns (E3 and E4). For
example, product managers in a particular industry would like to see whether a newly designed targeting is
often used by advertisers and what targeting combination they usually use. Consequently, it is essential to
design a visualization tool to help our users detect the popular targeting combination patterns and also
compare different targeting strategies. Our experts also show their concerns about indicators mentioned in
Sect. 3.1. Considering the fact that a combination contains multidimensional indicators, these indicators
should be presented as thoroughly as possible in our system to provide insights into it.

R3: quick finding competition between advertisers E2 shows her interest in understanding whether there
is a competitive relationship in the process of advertisement delivery. Her focus is on how to maximize
return on investment of each advertiser. To achieve this goal, the targeted advertising platform must try to
minimize the competition between advertisers. In nature, the behavior of advertisers is complex and
inexplicable, and E1 believes that existing statistical methods are difficult to observe it from different
perspectives. Only when analysts have a comprehensive understanding of a variety of advertiser delivery
behavior, is it possible to find the problems and make interpretable decisions based on these results.

R4: rich interactions and features to simulate the advertising analysis process In the visual analytics
system, flexible interactions and features design are fundamental. Users can gain insights into data through
interactions such as filtering, sorting and other basic interactive operations. Advertising analysts mainly
focus on seven indicators and four dimensions (Sect. 3.1) in targeting advertising data under different
business scenarios. Also, these dimensions contain numerous subcategories. Constrained by the report
length and form, some indicators and dimensional information of each advertisement are usually discarded
in the data processing. Therefore, E3 and E4 wish they could complete the whole advertising analysis
process like daily work by visual analytics and solve the problems that statistical methods fail to solve
effectively. For example, they believe there are some abnormal behaviors. However, they could not define
all abnormal behaviors in advance and could only observe the data report with great effort. Therefore, they
expect to find such behaviors more intuitively and efficiently.

Fig. 2 a The Relation View of initialization, b drilling down Tar1.3 in the Relation View and removing Category5 by the
Control Panel
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4 Visual design and feature

On the basis of the requirements proposed by us and experts (Sect. 3.2), we design and implement a visual
analytics system consisting of five components, namely Control Panel (Fig. 1a), Relation View (Fig. 1b),
Combination View (Fig. 1c), Indicator View (Fig. 1d) and Advertiser Portrait View (Fig. 1e). The Control
Panel allows the user to switch between ‘‘targeting structure’’ and ‘‘filter’’ function. The tab of targeting
structure is shown in Fig. 1a, while the tab of filter supports dimension selection and indicator filtering. To
maintain a consistent visual perception, we put to use uniform colors matching for color encoding. The
structure of the targeting is a tree. We call the sub-nodes of the root node as targeting categories because
they are used to generate categories of targeting. Each targeting category is given a unique color, and all
sub-targetings of the same targeting categories use the same color.

4.1 Relation View

The Relation View is the predominant view of our system, and it provides a compact overview of the
targeting structure for users. Based on R1, this view can help users understand the frequency or cost of
cross-level targetings and can also help users quickly discover the relation between targetings. More cru-
cially, it is designed to concatenate other views that users can use to get an in-depth understanding of
targeting usage and structure.

Conventionally, the chord diagram is a visualization approach to display the relationship between data in
a matrix. The data of nodes are arranged radially along the circumference and linked by weighted arcs. In
addition to demonstrating targeting relations at the same level, our design is supposed to display targetings
relations at different levels. For this reason, after referring to a lot of literature, we find that the sunburst
chart can be well combined with the chord diagram to meet the requirement (Fig. 1b).

The view is drawn from first level targetings (Fig. 2a), whose colors are determined by the categories to
which they belong, and the color legend of categories is placed on the upper-right corner of this view. We
arrange the targetings that belong to the same level of targetings together, and the targeting names are placed
along the center of the arc to make it easier for users to find the targeting they are concerned about. The arc
length represents the sum of co-occurrences of a certain targeting and other related associations, and the arc
width represents the frequency or cost of the targeting. The width of ribbon represents co-occurrences of the
two targetings. Although co-occurrence is equal, the color of ribbon depends on who at the ends of ribbon
accounts for a larger proportion of its arc length. In this view, we can clearly compare the frequency or cost
of targetings at different levels (or we can find out which targetings are generally used with a particular
targeting) and how many times they are used together.

Several alternatives were considered, discussed and attempted by us, such as the node-link tree diagram
or arc diagram. However, we regret to find that neither of these visualization approaches can meet the
requirement well. Although the former approach can express relations in hierarchical data, our design could
simultaneously encode two types of information (sum of co-occurrence, frequency or cost) by using the
length and width of the arc, while the node-link tree diagram can only encode one type of information
through the radius of a circle. When the user keeps drilling down to observe a three or deeper level fully
expanding, the tree becomes complex and is less space-efficient, which can be circumvented by radial
layout. More importantly, the node-link tree diagram cannot show relations between targetings com-
mendably. As for the latter approach, the line width of this design is uniform and cannot be used to encode
the co-occurrences of targeting. If we add hierarchical information into this design, it will make its con-
nections seem messy. Moreover, it can only use the radius of a circle to encode information like the former.
All things considered, the current design is chosen to achieve the requirement finally.

User interactions and functional features Some interactions and features are assigned to the Relation
View to provide navigation during exploring process (R4). First, highlighting should be introduced to assist
users in discovering the frequency, cost, co-occurrence and numerical information corresponding to the ends
of a ribbon. The highlighting of our system can give users prompts through the tooltip and breadcrumb trail
when mouse hovers as well as link the Combination View and the Advertiser Portrait View. In addition, our
system allows users to lock highlighted state, making it easy to see the details of data exactly. Next, we need
to mention the drilling down and drilling up, which are two operations that will be linked with other views.
Users can press down a specific key and click on the arc or name of targeting they need to drill down, so that
the targeting can be expanded to the next level. By pressing down another specific key and clicking on the
arc or name of the sub-targeting, the targeting can shrink back to the previous level. Then, due to the
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problems of data itself and the limitation of space, users may find that some elements in this view are too
small to interact and to observe details. Our system provides users with zooming-in, zooming-out and full-
screen features. Users can interact with this view flexibly to fulfill their needs. Finally, our system supports
users to choose encoding of the arc width by frequency or cost of targeting.

4.2 Combination View

To realize R2, we display the information of targeting combination patterns in the Combination View
(Fig. 1c). Taking into account the effectiveness and practicability of this view, experts (E2, E3 and E4)
suggest that only the top 50 targeting combination patterns need to be displayed on the ground of their daily
experience. Therefore, our system presents a specified number of targeting combination patterns in a form
similar to the heatmap. Simply put, this view provides users with a summarization of the targeting com-
bination pattern that facilitates users handy comparison. Users can identify the combination easily. It
provides a series of features and supports a more detailed visual analysis of specific combination patterns.

As Fig. 1c illustrates, at the top of this view is the name of targeting corresponding to the Relation View
one by one. A row of bars stands for a combination pattern, and a column of bars stands for a kind of
targeting. These combinations are distributed from high to low according to the user-specified ranking
indicator. If a targeting is used, the colored rectangle in which it is located lights up; otherwise, the colored
rectangle in which it is located is transparent. With these rational designs, users can easily get answers to
some questions (e.g., which are commonly used together, which are very popular) with the specific ranking
indicator and the number of combinations.

Standard visual approaches such as the pie chart and stacked bar chart were also considered before we
chose the current design. However, we found that these alternative charts have to draw multiple analogous
graphs when displaying combination patterns, and cannot directly compare the combinations. What is more,
it would induce visual clutter in this way. Meanwhile, we use visual channels similar to mosaic plot to
encode information, which can support users to find patterns of interest or exception easily.

User interactions and functional features For the sake of understanding the targeting combination
patterns, our system provides adequate interactions and features for users (R4). Like the Relation View,
highlighting is an essential interaction. When the mouse hovers over a row of bars in the Combination View
or clicks directly to lock it, all the other views will be linked to this operation. The Indicator View is a little
bit special as it will highlight a corresponding line and gradually conceal other irrelevant lines. When users
move their eyes to the control area of this view, they will find that the necessary features in the process of
exploring several views have been provided. Users can choose a variety of targeting combination patterns
that they focus on. After clicking the button of multi-selection, other views will also change to respond to
this operation. If users want to find a specific targeting combination pattern, they can click the search button.
Here, the system provides users with two kinds of logical computation for search. The first is called ‘‘and’’
operation, which means that the display of targeting combination patterns must contain some given tar-
getings. The second operation is called ‘‘or’’ operation, which means that the display of targeting combi-
nation patterns must contain at least one of some given targetings. Additionally, users can also conduct
competition analysis. After switching tabs in the Control Panel, selecting a specific industry and clicking the
button, all views will be reloaded. With the help of the Advertiser Portrait View, users can find out which
advertisers in some industries are competing with the target industry. In this way, product managers can
work with operators to optimize existing targetings and make advertisements more thriving. What is more,
our system enable users to select a sorting indicator and specify the number of targeting combination
patterns. It is worth mentioning that all of the above interactions or features are designed for R2.

4.3 Indicator View

The Indicator View is mainly used to assist the analysis of Combination View, which is supplemented by
data indicators. As we mentioned earlier, there are seven indicators in targeting advertising that can be used
to evaluate the quality of an advertisement (R2). Thus, we can also use these indicators to evaluate the
specific performance of a targeting combination pattern.

We can find that in Fig. 1d, multidimensional data are rendered through parallel coordinates. Unlike
traditional designs, we adopt a distinctive method related to the category of targeting combination patterns
to implement color encoding of lines. In brief, we add the number of targetings belonging to the same
category of one row in the Combination View and then use the color of the category with the largest number
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of targetings as the color of the line in parallel coordinates. In this way, users can quickly discover which
categories are in common use. The category of a line is calculated by Algorithm 1:

Algorithm 1 Finding the category of a line
Input: The line corresponding to one row in the Combination View, i;
Output: The category corresponding to a line with the largest number of targetings in a

targeting combination pattern in the Combination View, LineCategoryi;
1: Initialize the sum of each category, such that the k − th category as Categoryk = 0;
2: for the j − th column in i do
3: Get the category of Targetingij as m;
4: if m = k then
5: Categoryk ++;
6: end if
7: end for
8: Compute the category of a line LineCategoryi = max(Categoryk);

We experimented with several candidate designs for illustrating the targeting combination pattern. The
radar chart and scatterplots (Chen et al. 2014) were two options that we had considered before. Due to the
limitation of screen space and data, these two visualization approaches usually present too dense lines or
spots to comprehend. Notably, the radar chart can display multivariate data well, and our target users are
familiar with it. However, we need to effectively support the comparison of more than 50 target combination
patterns, and the radar chart is difficult to meet the requirement. The Indicator View based on parallel
coordinates could make better use of limited screen space. And colored lines correspond to each line of the
Combination View one by one to help users quickly discover the combinations they are looking for.

User interactions and functional features As before, we can highlight or click on a line in the Indicator
View to affect the presentation of other views. Automatic linking can be triggered among different views by
brushing. Our system allows users to drag and swap axes of parallel coordinates to better explore data. In
particular, it allows users to select a targeting combination pattern in the Combination View. Once a
combination pattern is selected, users can switch the Indicator View from overview to detail and observe the
distribution of multiple advertisements in a targeting combination pattern on parallel coordinates (R4).

4.4 Advertiser Portrait View

By default, the display form of Advertiser Portrait View is a grouped bar chart (Fig. 1e). At the same time,
users are allowed to adjust this view to a normal bar chart to analyze the overall situation. This view
provides seven indicators and four dimensions for users to switch to gain insights into the data (R3). The
original information of advertisements and advertisers can also be obtained in this view. Moreover, sorting
by cost is used.

The same color coding as the Relation View and Combination View is also used in the grouped bar chart.
And the color coding of the bar chart follows the formula of the Indicator View. As shown in Fig. 1e, the x-
axis represents the name of objects contained in the specific dimension selected by the user and the y-axis
represents the value.

Initially, we intend to reuse the Combination View to the Advertiser Portrait View. In previous designs, a
row corresponds to an item in the indicators or dimensions. Besides, we adopted the colored rectangle with
different shades of color to indicate the number of advertisement delivery. However, this design may make
it difficult for users to distinguish the number of advertisement delivery. Currently, we support users to
select the bar chart or grouped bar chart freely, as well as view details of advertisements and advertisers.

User interactions and functional features There is no doubt that highlighting is also supported in this
view. However, other views will be linked only in the grouped bar chart. In addition to switching charts, this
view also supports users in selecting the indicator or dimension that they need to analyze deeply (R4). In the
grouped bar chart, users can switch the dimension or brush to focus a bar. In the bar chart, users can switch
indicators and dimensions at the same time. If there are too many bars, our system will automatically
provide users with the scrollbar to slide and explore, providing users with a better experience.
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5 Evaluation

This section presents case studies of three real scenarios completed by the experts with our assistance and
valuable interviews. Because of the confidentiality of commercial data, we have carried out data processing
simply. For example, Tar1.1 represents the first targeting of the first category.

5.1 Exploring the accessibility of system

E1 believes that many users will be interested in targeting usage and combination patterns (R1 and R2); he
intends to learn how to use the system according to the usual analysis process (R4) and looks forward to
seeing both of them.

In this scenario, E1 gives attention to the Relation View (Fig. 2a) and focuses on the analysis within
individual view. He discovers that targetings of Category1 take up most of the space, which means that most
advertisers choose this category of targetings in their advertisement delivery. Among these, Tar1.2 and
Tar1.6 are especially prominent because they not only have more co-occurrences (the arc length is longer),
but also more frequency than other targetings (the arc width is wider). To compare these two targetings, he
hovers over Tar1.2 and Tar1.6 to highlight them. The sum of co-occurrences of Tar1.2 is greater than that of
Tar1.6, but there is no much difference between these two in terms of frequency; that is to say, Tar1.6 is the
targeting that is most frequently used independently.

Then, he continues to highlight Tar1.6. With the help of linking, he begins to look at the targeting
combination patterns that contain Tar1.6 in the Combination View. He is somewhat surprised to find that the
combination used independently by Tar1.6 ranks second in the Combination View (Fig. 3). He switches to
different indicators in the Combination View and then chooses exposure as the sorting indicator. He finds
that the new combination pattern is still in the second place. However, after selecting cost as the indicator,
this combination pattern falls to the fifth place. To explain this phenomenon, he locks the combination and
then checks the specific values through the Indicator View (Fig. 4a). To his surprise, the CPC and eCPM of
this combination are very low. For advertisers, the choice of this combination pattern can achieve a better
result at a lower cost. Out of curiosity, he switches the dimension to the industry in the Advertiser Portrait
View and finds that advertisers in the industry Ind15 prefer to use this combination pattern (Fig. 4b). After
that, we verify that the occurrence of this situation is in line with data reports.

5.2 Discovering abnormal combination patterns

E1 brings together other experts to discuss his findings. Due to the lack of handy tools, examining mean-
ingful, especially abnormal targeting combination patterns thoroughly has been a challenging task for E3
and E4 (R2). With our system, E3 wonders whether some targetings are misused.

Fig. 3 Hovering over Tar1.6 in the Relation View. The Combination View shows all the targeting combination patterns
containing Tar1.6
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In order to explore whether sub-targetings belonging to Tar1.3 have been misused, E3 delves into a
further study about the usage of these targetings. He first drills down the Tar1.3, and then the Relation View
and Combination View show the corresponding targeting usage and combination patterns. Because it does
not matter whether these targetings are used with Category5, he removes all targetings under this category in
the Control Panel, as shown in Fig. 2b. From this, he observes that Tar1.3.1 has never been used and
Tar1.3.7 is used frequently, which reflects the problem to other experts and designers.

To get rid of the interference caused by the advertisements of less cost, he filters through the Control
Panel, leaving only advertisements whose cost is more than 1000. He turns his attention to the Combination
View. Among the targeting combination patterns that used the frequency sorting in the top 20, he fails to
find out a combination pattern that used the sub-targetings of Tar1.3. As a result, he operates this view to
show the top 50 targeting combinations. Two unusual combination patterns catch his attention. According to
the original design, Tar1.3.2, Tar1.3.4 and Tar1.3.7 should not have been used simultaneously. After
searching, he confirms that only the two patterns contain these three targetings. In the Indicator View, he
finds that the two combination patterns are actually not commonly used. Next, he selects them (Fig. 5) and
switches to detail view in Indicator View, hoping to know which advertisers are using such combination
patterns and check the specific situation of advertisement delivery. In the Advertiser Portrait View, it shows
that they will only be delivered on Site7. Finally, he looks at the information of the advertisement and the
advertiser in this view (Fig. 6) and provides feedback to the operator responsible for relevant advertisers.

5.3 Analysis of competition between advertisers

One of the experts, E2, who has been working in the field of Internet advertising for years, mentions that she
is interested in the competitive relationship between advertisers (R3).

As the head of Ind29 industry, she switches the dimension of the Advertiser Portrait View to industry and
then filters the industry in the filter box in the Control Panel, so that the system can only display the
industry-related information she is responsible for. At this point, there is only one industry left in the

Fig. 4 The corresponding indicators and distribution of the combination pattern that contains Tar1.6 only. a This combination
has high frequency, exposure and cost as well as low CPC and eCPM, b in the dimension of the industry, advertisement
delivery shows an uneven phenomenon
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Advertiser Portrait View. In this industry, Tar1.1 and Tar1.2 have become two most widely used targetings.
Besides, Tar4.2 is on the top 5 in terms of the frequency of use, and the arc length of other targetings
belonging to the same category of Category4 is also significantly longer. According to E2’s work experi-
ence, she thinks this makes sense because this category is closely related to the type of business of Ind29.

Fig. 5 Selecting multiple targeting combination patterns that contain Tar 1.3.2, Tar 1.3.4 and Tar 1.3.7

Fig. 6 The advertisements and advertisers information. After E3 selecting two combinations that contain Tar 1.3.2, Tar 1.3.4
and Tar 1.3.7, through the feature of checking the original information provided by the Advertiser Portrait View, the content he
cares about is presented
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Then, in the Combination View, she sorts the targeting combination patterns by cost and finds the first
combination pattern. After selecting it and clicking the button of competitive analysis, the Advertiser
Portrait View is updated displaying other industries that compete with Ind29 (Fig. 7a). For ease of obser-
vation, E2 converts the view into the bar chart (Fig. 7b) and found that Ind29’s biggest competitor is Ind 30.
E2 also concludes that Ind1, Ind5 and Ind4 are potential competitors for Ind29. After switching the indicator
to cost, it is found that Ind29 has the largest cost in this combination pattern, followed by Ind4. Although
Ind30 has a lot of advertising, it does not have much cost. Aided by this finding from the Advertiser Portrait
View, E2 determines the goal of targeting optimization in the future.

5.4 Interview and discussion

In the interview, we invite the aforementioned four experts and two other advertising analysts (E5 and E6) to
share their impressions of the system such as the benefits and shortcomings of TargetingVis. Experts believe
that TargetingVis is easy to use and to evaluate problems in the design of targeting structure. Moreover, it
can explain the advertiser delivery behavior efficiently and complete analysis tasks comprehensively.
Straightforward visualizations and rich interactions along with appropriate features bring them a novel
analytical experience significantly. Also, this system can help them glean information and understand how
to fundamentally improve the effectiveness of advertisement delivery (Sect. 5.1). In particular, E2 is keen on
the feature of competitive analysis, which can enable users to grasp the competition among advertisers and
increase the return on investment of advertisers (Sect. 5.3). E3 found this system can assist him to determine
whether a combination is valuable or abnormal to ensure advertisers use correctly (Sect. 5.2).

However, there are still some aspects where the system can be improved. E1 and E5 pointed out that a
possible improvement might be supporting the analysis of time-series data. They expected to dive into the
evolution of advertiser delivery behavior over time, rather than just statistics. Furthermore, E4 and E6
mentioned that they expected to save all applied operations so that the views could be restored to previous
states quickly without repeating the same steps. With this feature, it will be easier to save time and show

Fig. 7 a In the Combination View, the cost is selected as the ranking indicator, and after competitive analysis of the first
pattern, the Advertiser Portrait View demonstrates the corresponding bars, b to facilitate observation, E2 switches the display
mode of this view to the normal bar chart
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results to others. According to E3, in some special cases such as when there are more than 100 targetings are
expanded concurrently, the Relation View and the linked Combination View might cause visual clutter and
make users confused. One possible improvement could be to aggregate sub-targetings that belong to the
same parent targeting.

At last, we discuss with the experts about the feasibility of analyzing similar data in other fields. They
believe the system is extremely extensible. With some modification of the available attributes and features,
it can be applied to visualize other data with the same structure. All of them agree that the accessibility of
the system is closely related to the knowledge background of the target user. Therefore, they recommend us
to add more prompts of the system to help users get started faster.

6 Conclusion and future work

Exploring and understanding targeting usage, targeting combination patterns, and identifying competition
between advertisers in massive data is a challenging task especially when the data have multiple indicators
and dimensions. In this work, with the assistance of domain experts, we propose an interactive visual
analytics system named TargetingVis to help users delve into the targeted advertising data to promote the
effectiveness of advertising delivery. Our system provides multiple coordinated views, which support a
series of easy-to-use interactions and features to fulfill all requirements while resolving existing problems.
Case studies and interviews with target users prove that our system is effective and useful.

In the future, we plan to improve our system to support time-series data analysis to help users explore the
evolution of advertiser delivery behavior. We will add features to support storing and reading operations in
each step that has been taken into consideration so that the results of associated visualizations can be shared
among users or recover previous analysis easily. Moreover, we will find the rational way to ensure complete
tasks while increasing the innovation of views and reducing the deficiency of design.
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